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Introduction
Neutrons are produced in high temperature fusion energy experiments such as JET through the
reactions d + d →

3 He

+ n (2.5 MeV) and

d + t → α +n (14.0) where the neutron energy
is given in parentheses. Neutron Emission Spectroscopy (NES) is a valuable tool in fusion energy
research, since the neutrons leave the fusion plasma
undisturbed and thus give information from the very
centre of the plasma. NES can give information on
the state of the fuel ions such as ion temperature,
plasma rotational speed and fusion power [1].

Figure 1: Schematic overview of the
MPRu spectrometer.

The Upgraded Magnetic Proton Recoil Spectrometer
The upgraded Magnetic Proton Recoil (MPRu) neutron spectrometer [2] is in operation at
JET since April 2006. The instrument is depicted in Figure 1. In the MPRu a collimated flux of
neutrons from the JET tokamak impinge on a thin plastic foil. Some neutrons scatter elastically
on the hydrogen nuclei (protons) of the foil. Recoil protons scattered in the forward direction
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are momentum analysed in the spectrometer’s electromagnet and registered in the focal plane
by an array of phoswich plastic scintillators.
The phoswich scintillators consist of two layers,
each with its characteristic decay-time: a thin (0.3
250

mm) layer with a fast light-pulse decay time (1.8

(a)

ns). These thicknesses were chosen to accomodate
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Each scintillator has two Photo Multiplier (PM)
tubes connected to give efficient collection of the
scintillation light. The summed PM tube voltage
signals for each detector are processed and saved,
event-by-event, by custom built Trancient Recorder
digital electronics cards [3]. The time of each event
is also stored. The main data provided by the
MPRu are thus time-stamped signal proton wave

Figure 2: Example of signal and background separation using PSD for a central MPRu detector channel. Events are
plotted in the Qlong and Qshort parameter space (see text). The proton signal “island” is encircled. A cut Qlong = 100 used
in the analysis is indicated (see text).

forms, from which time-resolved proton position
histograms can be built.
Data Analysis
The acquisition of the full PM tube wave forms makes it possible to perform advanced Pulse
Shape Discrimination (PSD) analysis, including base line restoration, pile-up rejection and separation of signal and background events. The latter task is here accomplished by a standard
long and short gate analysis (Qlong , Qshort ). Qshort corresponds to the integrated charge over the
early part of the PM tube wave form dominated by signal from the thin layer of the scintillator.
Qlong is the integration of the late part of the wave form dominated by signal (if any) from the
thick layer. Separation of proton signal from background can then be achieved as exemplified
in Figure 2 where the proton “island” around Qshort ≃150 (encircled) is well separated from the
background and noise region (at Qshort ≤110) [4].
For the present analysis, efficient separation of signal protons from background is achieved
by selecting events for Qlong ≤ Qcut in the (Qlong , Qshort ) distribution, as indicated in Figure
2. The values of Qtot = Qlong + Qshort for such a selection is shown in Figure 3 (upper panel).
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This can be compared to the situation of the original MPR when no PSD selection was possible,
as shown in the lower panel of Figure 3. The improvement in signal to background ratio, from
about 1:10 for the original MPR to about 10:1 in MPRu, is clearly visible.
To estimate the level of background in the pro-

trometer’s electomagnet turned off (B=0). In Fig-
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gion the number of protons for each specific detector channel (and time interval) can be determined.
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Results
Using the procedure described above, data from a

10

number of JET pulses (pulses 66454 - 66470) with
0

very similar conditions were summed and analysed
to provide proton position histograms. The selected

pulses were divided into two time phases: an early Figure 3: Qtot distributions (log) for a
phase (47 - 50 s), dominated by Neutral Beam (NB) central detector channel. The upper panel
heating and a late phase (50 - 56 s), with mixed shows data selected with a condition
Radio Frequency (RF) and NB heating. In Figure Qlong < Qcut as indicated in Figure 1. The
4 preliminary proton position histograms are pre- lower panel shows data without any cut.
sented for each phase. The number of proton events Data taken with the electromagnet turned
in the two distributions is quite similar, but the on in black and data taken with the elecshapes differ significantly. The NB dominated data tromagnet turned off (B=0) in red. The
(blue) has a peaked fairly broad distribution, re- B=0 data is normalised (see text). The
flecting the neutron-producing reactions that occur proton signal region is indicated by veras the injected high-energy neutral fuel ions slow tical (green) lines.
down in the plasma. The data of the mixed RF+NB
heating phase exhibit a flat even broader distribution with distrinct high- and low-energy wings.
Such features are a typical spectral signature of RF heating effects. To allow a more elaborate
analysis in terms of neutron spectral components, new spectrometer response functions must be
calculated for the MPRu; this work is in progress.
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Conclusions
The first preliminary analysis of data from the upgraded Magnetic Proton Recoil neutron
spectrometer shows that the instrument is now capable of meausering 2.5-MeV neutron spectra
of good quality (in addition to improved 14-MeV measurements).
The aim of the upgrade project in 2.5-MeV operations, to improve the signal-to-background ratio of
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plasmas. Based on these preliminary results we estimate that the MPRu has a sensitivity to measure
weak spectral components on the percent level of
the main 2.5-MeV emission peak (counting statistics permitting).

Figure 4: Preliminary proton position histograms. The histogram in blue is for the
NB dominated early phase of the selected
JET pulses. The histogram in red is for the
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